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OS Electronics Co., Ltd. 

 

OS Electronics wins Littelfuse Japan 2021 Best Distributor Award 

 

 

OS Electronics, an engineering trading company of electronics devices (president: 

Takanobu Shoji, headquarter: 3-16-8 Sotokanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo), won Best 

Distributor Award on May 24, 2022. 

 

 

About Best Distributor Award 

Best Distributor Award honors the individual among major distributors that contributed 

most in sales increases and product sales expansion, considering multiple 2021 KPI 

items such as 2021 sales growth, new Din acquisition, new NBO creation, etc. 

 

 

 

◆Comment 

Masataka Inoko, president of Littelfuse Japan 

Congratulations on winning the Littelfuse Japan 2021 Best Distributor Award. Among our five major 

distributors, OS Electronics Co.,Ltd achieved outstanding results throughout 2021 in key factors  

such as sales growth and new business creation. After our strict consideration, we have decided to 

give the best distributor award to OS Electronics Co.,Ltd. We look forward to your continuous 

cooperation in expanding sales and creating new demand. 

 

 

Takanobu Shoji, president of OS Electronics Co., Ltd. 

It is a great honor that we received the "2021 Best Distributor Award" from Littelfuse Japan, one of 

our most important partners. We believe that Littelfuse Japan highly evaluate our performance and 

achievements among our competitors.We will continue to strive to further increase sales and expand 

sales of Littelfuse products in the growing market. 
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■About littelfuse 

Littelfuse is an industrial technology manufacturing company empowering a sustainable, connected, 
and safer world. Across more than 15 countries, and with 12,000 global associates, we partner with 
customers to design and deliver innovative, reliable solutions. Serving over 100,000 end customers, 
our products are found in a variety of industrial, transportation, and electronics end markets—
everywhere, every day. Headquartered in Chicago, Illinois, United States, Littelfuse was founded in 
1927. 

 

■About OS Electronics: 

Since the establishment in 1963, OS Electronics has been specialized in providing the highest quality 

products and technology to various customers. OSE is an electronics device company with a strong 

corporate identity which comprehends today’s trend and transmits information of valuable market and 

industry segments to customers. OSE strives to remain “one-of-a-kind” electronics device distributor which 

builds a bridge of trust between suppliers and customers. For further details, please visit: 

http://www.oselec.jp/index.htm 

 
 
 
 

【For inquiry regarding this news release】 

OS Electronics  
Business Planning Section  
Yuichi Makino  

TEL：+81 3 3255 6018 

e-mail：info-pr@os-electronics.co.jp  
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